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INTRODUCTION 
In the life of an aircraft, there will inevitably be a need to repair it at some point, whether this is 
due to an error made during the build, a bump or prang in operation, hangar rash or long-term 
wear and tear. This leaflet discusses the process for making and recording repairs, and when an 
application to LAA Engineering is needed. 
 
The approval of repairs is similar in principle to any other request to deviate from the approved 
design. In this case however, the change is only ever going to apply to a single aircraft. The 
requirement is not only to define any design change involved (for example introducing splices in 
wooden members or substituting materials of slightly different specifications) but also what 
sequence of steps will be taken to carry out the repair. 
 
Repairs are often carried out as part of an overall rebuild of an aircraft. In this case, it’s particularly 
important not to proceed with an expensive long-term rebuild with repairs embodied on the 
assumption that the repairs will be able to be approved when the rebuild is complete. Often such 
projects stretch out over many years, or change hands part way through, and it can create huge 
problems if the repairs made at the start weren’t approved, or even documented, at the time. 
  
 
DEFINITION 
Distinguishing a repair from a modification can sometimes be difficult. The following definition 
should be used where doubt arises: 
 
A Repair is defined as: 
“A deviation from the approved design which arises unintentionally during manufacture or in 
service” 
 
 
WHEN AN LAA INSPECTOR CAN APPROVE A REPAIR 
To summarise the discussion below, an LAA Inspector can approve a repair in the field, without 
further reference to LAA Engineering, if: 

- The damage is minor (could be considered a ‘carried forward defect’ and is not a part of 
significance to airworthiness1) and the repair follows a scheme in one of the publications 
listed on page 2, or 

- The damaged part is replaced with an identical  serviceable part that is straightforward to 
replace (see below for what is considered to be acceptable in terms of ‘repair by 
replacement’). 

 
 
RELATED DOCUMENTS 
TL 1.22 – Finding an Inspector  
TL 2.04 – Certification of maintenance (includes certification of modifications and repairs) 
TL 2.05 – Pilot authorised maintenance 
TL 2.16 – Accident reporting 
TL 2.21 – Rebuilding an aircraft 
TL 3.04 – CAA approved welders 
TL 3.13 – Repairs to composite structures 
 
 
  

 
1 ‘Of significance to airworthiness’ includes primary structure, engine mountings, control system, undercarriage and 
anything else which would be critical if it were to fail in flight. 

http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Building,%20Buying%20or%20Importing/TL%201.22%20Finding%20an%20inspector.pdf
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Operating%20An%20Aircraft/TL%202.04%20Certification%20of%20Maintenance.pdf
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Operating%20An%20Aircraft/TL%202.05%20Pilot%20Maintenance.pdf
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Operating%20An%20Aircraft/TL%202.16%20Accident%20Reporting.pdf
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Operating%20An%20Aircraft/TL%202.21%20Rebuilding%20an%20aircraft.pdf
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Mods%20and%20Repairs/TL%203.04%20CAA%20Approved%20Welders.pdf
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Mods%20and%20Repairs/TL%203.13%20Repairs%20to%20Composite%20Structures.pdf
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ACCIDENT REPORTING 
Many repairs are as the result of some sort of accident or incident. Don’t forget that the 
commander of the aircraft at the time of the accident has a legal obligation to report accidents to 
the Air Accident Investigation Branch: details can be found in TL 2.16. When assessing repairs, 
LAA will look for confirmation that the accident has been reported, if appropriate. 
 
 
THE PROCESS OF APPROVING REPAIRS 
Assessing the repair 
The first step is to check the extent of the damage in conjunction with a suitably qualified 
Inspector.  This needs to include any possible ‘secondary’ damage (for instance, damage to a wing 
tip may also cause hidden damage to the wing root fittings or fuselage carry-through structure). 
A decision then has to be made as to whether the defect is repairable or not. In some cases 
complete replacement of the wing, tailplane, rudder, etc, will be appropriate rather than 
attempting to repair the damaged ones. Much depends on whether the repair will be done on an 
amateur basis or on a commercial basis where labour costs are a major factor in the viability of 
the approach.  
 
The following publications are available to provide guidance on formulating repair schemes: 
 

Manual Title Publisher 
AC 43.13-1B Federal Aviation Administration 
Standard repairs to Gliders British Gliding Association 
Glassfibre Repair Manual Slingsby Aviation 

 
Minor repairs which are compliant with schemes defined in the above manuals may be authorised 
by a suitable qualified LAA Inspector. An over-arching criteria for repairs classed as minor is that 
the damage could be considered a ‘carried forward defect’ which does not render the aircraft 
unflyable and the affected part(s) is not of significance to airworthiness (primary structure, control 
system, undercarriage and anything else which would be critical if it were to fail in flight). An 
engineering substantiation is not mandatory for this type of repair but the Inspector must verify 
that the repaired aircraft is in compliance with the approved scheme and record this assessment 
along with the repair in the aircraft log book. 
 
NOTE: Repairs other than those described above must be authorised by LAA Engineering 
prior to the repair being commenced – repairs made without authorisation run the risk 
of work having to be re-done to correct any short-comings. 
 
Repair application 
Any repair requiring approval must be submitted to LAA Engineering for assessment and approval 
using form LAA/MOD8.  Repairs not made in accordance with an approved manual will need to be 
accompanied by an engineering substantiation. Note that aircraft kit manufacturers are not 
authorised to approve repairs, but their advice in putting together a suitable repair proposal would 
be very helpful.  The acceptance criteria to be applied to any repair scheme are that it must have 
an equivalent strength, stiffness and functionality to the original design. Establishing these 
properties for the existing configuration and replicating them is usually the easiest approach to 
substantiating a repair scheme. Alternatively the scheme could be designed against the 
requirements of the appropriate design code, e.g. BCAR Section S (microlights), CS-VLA 
(aeroplanes) and BCAR Section T (gyroplanes).  If there is any doubt regarding the classification 
or compliance with the above repair manuals, LAA Engineering should be contacted for advice. 
 
Applications should include a clear description of the damage sustained and the repair proposed. 
This is often aided by clear photographs of the damage and diagrams of what’s proposed. Details 

http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Operating%20An%20Aircraft/TL%202.16%20Accident%20Reporting.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/advisory_circulars/index.cfm/go/document.information/documentid/99861
https://old.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/technical/standard-repairs.htm
https://www.gliding.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/06/Slingsby-Glass-Fibre-Repair-Manual.pdf
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/StandardForms/LAA-MOD%208%20-%20Repair.pdf
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of proposed materials, components and methods should be included, as appropriate. If referencing 
a standard publication, such as the FAA’s AC 43.13-1B, the reference should include which issue 
of the document is being used and which paragraphs/diagrams are being used. If the repair 
involves welding, you should include details of the proposed welder and their qualifications (e.g. 
whether they’re a CAA approved welder) – TL 2.21 discusses welding requirements and other 
useful information on rebuilding aircraft. 
 
Once a form LAA/MOD8 has been received by LAA Engineering, it will be logged onto the system 
and allocated a repair number. The aim is to review the application within a month, although 
repairs to otherwise airworthy aircraft will be prioritised above modifications and long-term 
projects. If it is agreed as feasible, you will be provided with an estimate of the engineering hours 
expected to complete the project. If you decide to proceed, you will be asked to provide any 
further details along with the initial application fee. There usually follows an exchange of 
correspondence to clarify the details and recommend any changes.  Once all issues have been 
resolved, you’ll be invited to carry out the repairs as agreed and have them overseen by your 
Inspector. A copy of worksheets detailing the work, including checks for secondary damage, 
duplicate control inspections, rigging checks, ground testing, etc, as applicable, will be need to be 
submitted to document the repair. If necessary, any flight testing can then be authorised to verify 
that the aircraft continues to handle and perform as expected. A repair approval certificate will 
then be issued which you will need to retain with your aircraft’s records.   
 
Finally, the closing activity for all repairs is to ensure that the aircraft log book (or build book) 
includes an appropriate record, referencing the repair number. 
 
 
REPAIR BY REPLACEMENT 
Where simple repairs can be effected by the straightforward replacement of damaged components 
with new items which are identical to those removed, then a proposed repair scheme need not be 
submitted to LAA Engineering, although a worksheet will still need to be raised and an entry made 
in the aircraft logbook, both with a Permit Maintenance Release signed by an authorised Inspector. 
Such ‘repairs by replacement’ are limited to items that are readily replaced without the need for 
special processes, jigs or tools and where the repair doesn’t include major assemblies, flying 
surfaces or structural components requiring processes such as welding or composite lay-up.  
 
Care must be taken when repairing by replacement. Beware of: 

- Parts that might be of an obsolete standard or outlawed by an Airworthiness Directive, for 
instance 

- Parts that are similar between two similar or related types but have subtle differences 
- Parts that haven’t been approved by LAA Engineering as appropriate replacements 
- Parts that have come off aircraft that have been involved in an accident which may have 

affected the parts 
- Life-expired parts 
- Bogus parts that may not be of the correct material or specification – the provenance of 

parts is important 
- The fact that when replacing parts, problems may occur due to the order of assembly 

compared with the original build sequence (e.g. alignment of holes) 
- The importance of obtaining the correct build manual or drawing to check details of the 

installation, e.g. position, size, type and number of fasteners 
- The importance of involving your Inspector throughout the repair and not just at the end. 

 
Examples of repair by replacement generally not needing an application: 

- Exchange of ‘bolt-in’ undercarriage components with new from the manufacturer 
- Engine mount 

http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Operating%20An%20Aircraft/TL%202.21%20Rebuilding%20an%20aircraft.pdf
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- Fabric covering in accordance with standard practices (if this is the normal covering method 
for the type) 

- Fairings, cowlings, non-structural fittings 
- Engine 
- Engine components 
- Fuel system components such as fuel lines, filters, valves, bolt-in fuel tanks 
- Flying control surfaces supplied by the manufacturer or taken from known good airframes 
- Antennae 
- Control cables, pushrods 

 
Examples of repair by replacement that generally do require a repair application to be made: 

- Assembly of whole wing(s) 
- Wing skins if they are riveted or bonded 
- Rebuilding sections of fuselage 
- Any repairs to primary structure requiring welding, bonding or composite work 
- Any repairs where the design is changed, e.g. addition of doublers or where the 

replacement parts are not identical (including materials and fasteners) 
- Integral fuel tanks 

 
Note: the identity of an aircraft is considered to reside within the fuselage, so if a whole 
new/replacement fuselage is manufactured or used in a repair, this can create problems with the 
identity of the aircraft being ‘lost’. This issue can cause numerous complications, both technical 
and administrative. Cases have occurred where two aircraft have claimed ownership of the same 
identity, for example. To avoid this, where a fuselage is condemned and a new one made, the LAA 
may insist on the condemned one being physically cut up to prevent such complications arising in 
future. In some cases the repaired aircraft assumes the identity of the aircraft that has provided 
the donor fuselage. In other cases, particularly if it is a homebuild type using a new factory-
supplied fuselage, the aircraft is treated as a new-build project. For vintage types, the 
circumstances will be considered on a case-by-case basis, and guidance from publications such as 
CAA CAP 1640 ‘Ex-military aircraft: design, restoration and continuing airworthiness approval’ will 
be used.  
 
Owners and Inspectors are strongly encouraged to contact LAA Engineering for advice if in doubt. 
 
 
CHARGES FOR APPROVAL OF REPAIRS 
Where a repair needs to be submitted to the Engineering department for approval, a fee is 
chargeable since Engineering resources are deployed to support a specific LAA member.  These 
are published on the website (www.laa.uk.com) and in each issue of Light Aviation.   
 
In order to keep the running costs of the Engineering department to a minimum, members are 
requested to submit complete and well-presented applications giving full details and justifications.  
Remember that the engineers will be approaching the problem ‘cold’ without necessarily having 
the level of detailed knowledge of the type that you might have. 
 
There is no fee payable on submission of the initial repair application (form LAA/MOD8); 
subsequently, however, a fee is chargeable depending on the amount of engineers’ time spent 
approving it. Following the initial assessment, LAA Engineering will advise you of the likely number 
of hours that will be required to approve the modification and invite you to submit further 
information and the initial fee (the greater of £60 or half the estimated cost). At this stage you’ll 
be given the opportunity to stop the application from going any further at no charge. Once further 
work starts, you’ll be charged a fee even if you subsequently abandon or cancel the repair.  
 

http://www.caa.co.uk/cap1640
http://www.laa.uk.com/
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/StandardForms/LAA-MOD%208%20-%20Repair.pdf
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All applications attract a minimum fee of £60 which covers up to 2 hours of engineers’ time. 
Subsequent hours are charged at £30/hour, in £10 (20 minute) increments. We’ll keep track of 
engineers’ time spent to the nearest 5 minutes, but the final charge will be rounded down to the 
nearest 20 minutes. For instance, if we logged 4:35, we’d charge 4x£30 + 1x£10 = £130. 
 
Any outstanding fees must be paid before final issue of the repair approval. All fees should be paid 
via the LAA’s webshop using your aircraft registration (or serial number if a registration is not yet 
issued) and repair number as the reference, e.g. ‘G-ABCD 876’ or ‘009-12345 876’. If LAA 
Engineering becomes aware that the repair will take significantly longer than initially estimated, 
this will be communicated to you as soon as possible. 
 
 

Please report any errors or omissions to LAA Engineering: engineering@laa.uk.com 

mailto:engineering@laa.uk.com

